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Static Rewards, LP Acquisition, Manual Burn
Tendon (TEND) is a decentralized friction less yield-generation utility token. The
token operates on an automated liquidity-locking and self-staking direct
distribution protocol, providing safe, secure and hassle-free transactions.
Tendon (TEND) is s BEP-20 token on the Binance Smart Chain Blockchain
• Contract; 0x222f737285D0B60d8D4f27fA22cE8884c9F119F8
•Website; www.tendontoken.com
•LP
LOCK: https://mudra.website/?certificate=yes&type=0&lp=0x80578
32b16c8488ee8b494d2cd37d017e330225a
It is important to understand that investing in Cryptocurrency is highly risky.,
Tendon $TEND does not offer financial advice. Do your own research "DYOR"
to ensure this token is suitable for you.

Tendon (TEND) long term goal is to establish itself as an industry leader in
the emerging Decentralized Finance sector, focusing wholly on our
community of holders and developing the functions and features the
community expect, while providing economic growth for all HOLDERS
through auto liquidity and static redistribution of Tendon (TEND).

Static Redistribution
Redistribution is conditional upon the volume of the token being traded. This alleviates
sell pressure caused by early investors buying at the token’s start, when the Liquidity
Pool is extremely low. The reward is that the early investor’s potential high sell volume
would increase the a mount of coins redistributed to the Liquidity Pool and community
members’ wallets.

Automatic Liquidity Pool
Like many recent community-driven coins, liquidity is automatically added in the
liquidity pool. The contract takes a 5% fee from the following, any sell/buy order, or
transferring between wallets, then redistributes those tokens. A portion of that fee
(3% of sell / buy or transfer transaction) is added to the liquidity pool. The penalty is
a deterrent for trying to play the extremes of the market; however, the redistribution
rewards holders that hold while Tendon transactions occur between these extremes.
The goal is to retain long- term holders and ensure confidence in investors to hold
during volatility while earning redistributed returns. Tendon (TEND) vision is to make
people money safely and securely while befitting our environment, and hopes to
protect all investments by implementing algorithms to mitigate market manipulation
tactics employed by large investors.

Safety
Tendon (TEND) aims to be a safe, long-term investment that grows with its
community. We opened with a fair launch with no pre-sale. The initial Liquidity
Pool has been locked for 5 years Link to Lock Certificate located on Website
(www.tedontoken.com).The developer is committed to the project and to the
community. A Marketing / Promo wallet has been set up to ensure funds are
available in the future for development, marketing, promotions and if needed to
manual burn tokens or to add to Liquidity. Link to wallet address on website
(www.tendontken.com) for transparency. This wallet will be used according to
how the community dictates. As Liquidity is all burnt, no one (including the
developer or admins) can pull the liquidity out. The more transactions, the higher
the floor gets! 1% is sent to Promo Marketing wallet.

Tokenomics
Tendon (TEND) launched with a maximum total supply of 1,000,000,000,000,000
TEND, with 40% of the supply already sent to a burn wallet as a deflationary force on
the token. Every Buy / Sell or transfer transaction with Tendon incurs a 5% fee - 3% is
locked in liquidity, 1% is directly distributed to all holders, and the remaining 1% is
sent to the Marketing Wallet. We manually burnt tokens.
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000
Initial Supply Burn: 9,000,000,000,000
Total Burn: 399,887,025,116,870 or 39.9887%
Fair Launch Supply:991,000,000,000,000
Tendon (TEND) employs 2 simple functions: Reflection + Liquidity Pool in each
sell/buy or transfer trade. The sell/buy or transfer transaction is taxed a 5% fee, which
is split

3% Liquidity Pool
1% Static Reflection to all Holders
1% Promo / Marketing Wallet
Please note this fee applies on all buy,sell or transfer orders - Network fees apply
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